Platform influence on DNA microarray data in postmortem brain research.
In addition to the substantial biological diversity among humans, our limited ability to reliably measure expression changes of small magnitude significantly reduces our capacity to obtain convergent sets of transcriptome data in postmortem brain. In particular, differences in the structure and sensitivity/reproducibility of microarray platforms, and in the variety of tools used to analyze microarray data, strongly influence experimental outcome. In order to better understand the sensitivity, dynamic range, and reproducibility of three common DNA microarray platforms, we compared two human postmortem samples on cDNA microarrays with dual-fluorescence, oligonucleotide GeneChips (Affymetrix), and single-color gel matrix deposited CodeLink oligonucleotide arrays. All three microarray platforms reported a good dynamic range and high correlation in replicate experiments, but they failed to consistently identify the same genes as differentially expressed between the same samples. Given their reproducibility and proven accuracy, different microarray platforms appear to be measuring different things by nature of their design and function. This needs to be taken into account when comparing data across studies.